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Abstract 
In this paper we discuss the performance of the proposed Incremental Genetic Programming on the efficiency of evolution of 
locomotion gaits of simulated snake-like robot (Snakebot). Compared to the wheeled and legged robots, the Snakebot features 
better robustness and adaptability characteristics. However, as a modular robot featuring several degrees of freedom, Snakebots is 
difficult to control, especially when situated in challenging environments. Moreover, evolving the Snakebot in such environments 
from scratch via canonical genetic programming (GP) is rather inefficient. In our work we propose a two-staged, incremental 
genetic programming (IncGP) and apply it for the evolution of Snakebot. In order to verify the performance of IncGP, we 
conducted experiments on evolution of locomotion gaits of Snakebot via both GP and IncGP. The experimental results show that 
two-staged incremental evolution via IncGP features much improved efficiency over the canonical GP. 
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1. Introduction  
Wheel-less, limbless Snake-like robot (Snakebot) has high-performance capabilities in robustness and 
adaptability to the environment in comparison with the most wheeled and legged vehicles. Some useful features of 
snake-like robots include smaller size of the cross-sectional areas, stability, ability to operate in difficult terrain, 
good traction, high redundancy, and complete sealing of the internal mechanisms [1]. To develop the controller of 
such robots, Genetic Programming (GP) is often used [1]. 
However, the evolution of Snakebot from scratch via canonical GP is rather inefficient when the bot is situated in 
a challenging environment. The reason for such an inefficiency stems from the need of the evolution to 
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simultaneously discover both the genetic locomotion traits (that are common for all well-moving bots, regardless of 
the environment) and the specific traits that are needed to overcome the challenging terrains. 
 
The objective of our work is to investigate the feasibility of two staged evolution for automated design of 
locomotion gaits of fast moving simulated Snakebots, situated in challenging terrains. We are especially interested 
in developing an Incremental Genetic Programming (IncGP) [2] [3] as a two-staged evolutionary approach that 
would feature an improved efficiency of evolution of the Snakebot. Our idea is first to evolve the generic traits of 
well moving Snakebots in a smooth terrain, and then to incorporate these generic traits into the initial population of 
evolving bots, situated in a challenging environment. In order to verify our approach, we compare the aggregated 
fitness convergence characteristics of both canonical GP and the proposed IncGP for various cases of challenging 
environments.  
The principal difference between the presented work and the related research on incremental GP involving the 
same Snakebot [2] [3] is that here we focus on the simpler, and most robust implementation of the Snakebot, namely 
 its sensorless variant. Because we do not need to incrementally evolve new, sensing features of the bot, we 
employed canonical seeding (rather than genetic transposition) of the initial population of the second stage of IncGP. 
And finally, while the related work uses considers only one type of environment (featuring multiple obstacles and 
walls), we verified the proposed IncGP both on two different types of challenging terrains, and on robustness of the 
bot to partial damage of some of its segments. 
This article is organized as follos. In Section 2 we introduce the simulated Snakebot. Section 3 elaborates the key 
features of the proposed IncGP. Section 4 presents the simulation setup. In Section5 we discuss the obtained 
experimental results. Finally, Section 6 draws a conclusion.  
2. Simulated Snakebot 
In our work we used Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) [4]  - a physics library that allows to simulate articulated 
rigid body dynamics, to realistically simulate the Snakebot [4]. ODE allows to account for all forces, resulting from 
friction, gravity, actuators, and collisions between the segments of the simulated bot, and the environment. The 
Snakebot is identical to the one as used in our prior work [1] [2] [3]. It is simulated as 15 identical spherical 
morphological segments . Pairs of nearby segment are linked by universal joints and all joints are 
powered by two (horizontal and vertical) identical actuators  as shown in Figure 1.  
In this study we use GP to evolve such motion patterns of the segments of the bot that result in fastest speed of 
locomotion of the bot. Considering the representation of Snakebot, this could be rephrased as developing the 
temporal patterns of desired turning angles of horizontal and vertical actuators of each segment, that result in fastest 
overall locomotion of Snakebot. The proposed representation of Snakebot as a homogeneous system comprising 
identical morphological segments is intended to significantly reduce the size of the search space of the GP (as we 
need to evolve the functionality of one pairs of actuators only) and to facilitate favorable scalability characteristics 
of the latter. 
 
 
Fig. 1: Universal Joint as a Link between Two Segments of Snakebot, and the two actuators (horizontal and vertical one) that power the joint. The 
temporal patterns of desired turning angles of these actuators are evolved via GP as parse trees, featuring the functions and terminals as shown in 
the figure. 
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3. Proposed Approach 
In the proposed IncGP, the task of evolving the locomotion of Snakebot in a challenging environment is 
decomposed into two sub-tasks, implemented as two consecutive evolutionary stages. First we employ GP to evolve 
a pool of bots that are able to move fast in a smooth, open terrain. Then, during the second stage, we use this pool to 
seed the initial population of the bots that are further subjected to evolution in the challenging environment.  
The main parameters of both canonical GP and IncGP are summarized in Table 1. Notice that, as shown in Table 1, the 
evolution of Snakebot via canonical GP involves 80 generations, while, in IncGP, it includes two stages per 40 generations 
each. This allows us to equalize the computational effort in the experiments with both of the approaches, and, 
consequently  to judge the efficiency of these approaches by comparing the quality of obtained solutions (i.e., the speed 
of locomotion).  
We used DOM/XML-based implementation of GP [5], with binary tournament selection and a single point crossover. 
The crossover point is randomly selected between the three components of the genotype. The mutation randomly alters a 
sub-tree in one of the two parse trees that correspond to the temporal patterns of the control sequences of the two 
(horizontal and vertical) actuators 
Table. 1 Main parameters of GP and IncGP 
Category Value 
Genotype (i) Desired turning angle of horizontal actuator 
(ii) Desired turning angle of vertical actuator 
Population size 200 individuals 
Selection Binary tournament, selection ratio: 0.1, reproduction ratio: 0.9 
Elitism Best 4 individuals 
Mutation Random mutation, ratio 0.01 
Fitness Velocity of simulated Snakebot during the trial 
Termination criterion 80 Generations for canonical GP, and 40 Generation per both stages of IncGP 
 
4. Simulation Setup 
     To order to comparatively verify the efficiency of the proposed IncGP, we used 30 independent runs of canonical 
GP (with termination criterion set to 80 generations) to evolve the Snakebot situated in challenging terrain.  We 
used the obtained fitness convergence characteristics as a baseline in our judgment regarding the effciciency of the 
proposed two-staged IncGP.  
Then, we employed IncGP in two consecutive evolutionary stages as follows:  
 
 First, we implemented 30 independent runs of canonical GP to evolve the Snakebot via in a smooth terrain for 
40 generations, and created a pool of 6 fast moving Snakebots.    
 In the second stage of IncGP, we conducted additional 30 independent runs (for 40 generation) of evolution of 
the bot, situated in the challenging terrain. The initial population of each of these runs is seeded with the 6 fast 
moving bots, obtained in the first stage of GP, plus 194 randomly created bots. For the second stage of IncGP, 
we considered two cases of challenging environment, and three cases of partial damage, as elaborated below.  
 
     The considered two cases of challenging terrain include (i) a pen  of walls (which surrounds the bot from all 
four sides), and (ii) multiple small immobile (i.e., fixed to the ground) obstacles. In the first case (Figure 2a), the 
height of the wall is automatically increased each time the bot overcomes it. Therefore, the maximum height of the 
cleared wall (at the end of evolutionary run) could be considered as an indication of the quality of the locomotion 
gaits of the bot.  In the second case (Figure 2b), the average speed of the bot (calculated from the travelled center of 
the gravity of the latter and the time of the trial) is considered as an indication of quality of the evolved locomotion 
gait. 
In addition, we conducted experiments with IncGP on evolutionary adaptation of the bot to its partial damage to 
two, four, and six segments, respectively (Figure 2c, 2d, and 2e). In all three cases, we assumed that the damage 
renders the joint at the tail-side of the affected segment completely immobile. 

















                                       (c)                                                      (d)                                                        (e) 
Fig. 2. Five experiments with IncGP including evolution of Snakebot, surrounded by walls (a), environment consisting of many small immobile 
obstacles (b), and evolutionary adaptation of Snakebot to partial damages to two (c), four (d), and six (e) segments, respectively. 
 
5. Experimental results 
5.1.  Snakebot surrounded by walls 
     The dynamics of the height of the walls of the pen  that are cleared during the evolution of Snakebot via both 
canonical GP and IncGP are shown in Figure 3. As figure illustrates, the average height of the walls that are 
overcame by evolving bot is 1.3 units in canonical GP, and 8.3 units (i.e., more than 2 times the diameter of the 
segment) in the case of IncGP, respectively. Each unit represents 1/4th of the diameter of the spherical segments of 
the bot.  
 
 
Fig. 3.Dynamics of the height of walls that are overcame by the evolving Snakebot. The graph on top represents the case of canonical GP, while 
the bottom shows the first (left) and second (right) stage of IncGP, respectively 















Fig. 4. Fitness convergence of evolving Snakebot in challenging environment with many small obstacles. The graph on top represents the case of 
canonical GP, while the bottom shows the first (left) and second (right) stage of IncGP, respectively 
   
(a)                                                                                                                      (b)                                                
 
(c) 
Fig. 5. Fitness convergence of evolving Snakebot with partial failure of two (a), four (b), and six (c) segments, respectively.  In all three cases of 
failures, the graphs on top represents the case of canonical GP, while the bottom shows the first (left) and second (right) stage of IncGP, 
respectively 
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5.2. Snakebot with obstacles 
     The fitness convergence characteristics of the bot, evolved in an environment with obstacles via both canonical 
GP and IncGP, are shown in Figure 4. As the figure illustrates, the bots evolved via IncGP traverse the entire field 
covered by small obstacles. On the other hand, the bots, evolved via canonical GP are much slower. The average 
number of generations of the second stage of IncGP, required to evolve a successful gait is only about seven.  
 
5.3. Snakebot with partial failures 
    The fitness convergence characteristics of evolutionary adaptation of Snakebot to its partial damage are shown in 
Figure 5.  In canonical GP, the locomotion gait is evolved from sctratch on already damaged bot. Conversely, in the 
first stage of IncGP we evolve the pool of healthy, undamaged bots that are able to move fast in a smooth terrain. 
Then, in the second stage of IncGP we use this pool to seed the initial population of the evolving, damaged bots. As 
Figure 5 illustrates, the efficiency of IncGP is much superior to the canonical GP in that it evolved much faster bots  
for the same number of 80 generations. 
6. Conclusion 
     We proposed IncGP, in which the task of evolving the locomotion of Snakebot in a challenging environment is 
decomposed into two sub-tasks, implemented as two consecutive evolutionary stages. First we evolve a pool of bots 
that are able to move fast in a smooth, open terrain. Then, during the second stage, we use this pool to seed the 
initial population of the bots that are further subjected to evolution in the challenging environment. The 
experimental results verify that the proposed two-staged incremental genetic programming is more efficient in 
developing locomotion gaits of simulated Snakebot, both in the cases (i) when the bot is situated in challenging 
environments and (ii) when a partial damage is inflicted to some of its segment. In all considered experimental cases, 
incremental genetic programming is superior to canonical genetic programming in that it can quicker achieve better 
moving Snakebots. 
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